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Abstract. Seasonal cycles in the mixing ratios of tropospheric nitrous oxide (N₂O) are derived by detrending long-term measurements made at sites across four global surface monitoring networks. The detrended monthly data display large interannual variability, which at some sites challenges the concept of a “mean” seasonal cycle. In the Northern Hemisphere, correlations between polar winter lower stratospheric temperature and detrended N₂O data, around the month of the seasonal minimum, provide empirical evidence for a stratospheric influence, which varies in strength from year to year and can explain much of the interannual variability in the surface seasonal cycle. Even at sites where a strong, competing, regional N₂O source exists, such as from coastal upwelling at Trinidad Head, California, the stratospheric influence must be understood to interpret the biogeochemical signal in monthly mean data. In the Southern Hemisphere, detrended surface N₂O monthly means are correlated with polar spring lower stratospheric temperature in months preceding the N₂O minimum, providing empirical evidence for a coherent stratospheric influence in that hemisphere as well, in contrast to some recent atmospheric chemical transport model (ACTM) results. Correlations between the phasing of the surface N₂O seasonal cycle in both hemispheres and both polar lower stratospheric temperature and polar vortex break-up date provide additional support for a stratospheric influence. The correlations discussed above are generally more evident in high-frequency in situ data than in data from weekly flask samples. Furthermore, the interannual variability in the N₂O seasonal cycle is not always correlated among in situ and flask networks that share common sites, nor do the mean seasonal amplitudes always agree. The importance of abiotic influences such as the stratospheric influx and tropospheric transport on N₂O seasonal cycles suggests that, at sites remote from local sources, surface N₂O mixing ratio data by themselves are unlikely to provide information about seasonality in surface sources, e.g., for atmospheric inversions, unless the ACTMs employed in the inversions accurately account for these influences. An additional abiotic influence is the seasonal ingassing and outgassing of cooling and warming surface waters, which creates a thermal signal in tropospheric N₂O that is of particular importance in the extratropical Southern Hemisphere, where it competes with the biological ocean source signal.
1 Introduction

Nitrous oxide ($\text{N}_2\text{O}$) is an important greenhouse gas with a global warming potential about 300 times that of CO$_2$ (Forster et al., 2007). It is the major source of NO to the stratosphere and, with the decline of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) in the atmosphere, is the dominant ozone-depleting substance emitted in the 21st century (Ravishankara et al., 2009). The atmospheric $\text{N}_2\text{O}$ concentration has risen from about $\sim$270 ppb preindustrially to $\sim$320 ppb today (MacFarling-Meure et al., 2006), where the units of ppb (parts per billion) are used as a convenient shorthand for mole fractions of $\text{N}_2\text{O}$ per mole of dry air. Some of the best information about the global budget of atmospheric $\text{N}_2\text{O}$ has been derived from direct atmospheric monitoring, which has allowed the detection of long-term concentration trends and hence the inference of the relative strength of natural versus anthropogenic sources (Weiss, 1981; Prinn et al., 2000; Hirsch et al., 2006). Natural microbial production is known to account for about 2/3 of $\text{N}_2\text{O}$ emissions, but partitioning of this production between soils and oceans is uncertain. Anthropogenic sources are primarily associated with agriculture, either directly (e.g., emissions from fertilized fields) or indirectly (e.g., emissions from estuaries polluted with fertilizer runoff) (Forster et al., 2007). It is unclear to what extent anthropogenic emissions can be mitigated in the future, given the need to feed the expanding human population (Kroeze et al., 1999; Mosier et al., 2000).

While large uncertainties remain in bottom-up efforts to quantify $\text{N}_2\text{O}$ sources, the precision of direct atmospheric $\text{N}_2\text{O}$ measurements has improved to the point where small-amplitude seasonal cycles (currently in the range of 0.1–0.3% of the background mixing ratio), superimposed on the more dramatic anthropogenically-driven trend, can be detected (Nevison et al., 2004; 2007; Jiang et al., 2007). However, recent top-down approaches (i.e., atmospheric inversions) have not attempted to resolve seasonality in $\text{N}_2\text{O}$ sources, in large part due to uncertainties over the influence of the flux of $\text{N}_2\text{O}$-depleted air from the stratosphere on tropospheric abundances (Hirsch et al., 2006; Huang et al., 2008).

In this paper, we examine the causes of seasonal variability in atmospheric $\text{N}_2\text{O}$ at a range of surface monitoring sites, using data from four different monitoring networks. Our primary goal is to assess whether seasonal variations in the $\text{N}_2\text{O}$ mixing ratio are dominated by biogeochemical signals or by abiotic factors that provide little direct information about surface sources. Our approach is based on efforts to correlate interannual variability in the $\text{N}_2\text{O}$ seasonal cycle to proxies for known or expected source/sink influences. We deliberately focus on data analysis alone due to concerns that current atmospheric chemical transport models may not accurately capture the biogeochemical source and sink influences that control the $\text{N}_2\text{O}$ seasonal cycle. A secondary goal is to evaluate whether $\text{N}_2\text{O}$ seasonal cycles, and interannual variability in those cycles, derived from different monitoring networks are comparable, since an understanding of this question is important for interpreting our results. We focus in particular on sites in the Southern Hemisphere, where the impact of the stratospheric influx of $\text{N}_2\text{O}$-depleted air is most uncertain, sites where more than one monitoring network is present, and sites that have contemporaneous CFC-12 measurements. CFC-12 has a similar lifetime and stratospheric sink to $\text{N}_2\text{O}$, but few remaining surface sources. We therefore assume that correlated variability in CFC-12 and $\text{N}_2\text{O}$ primarily reflects transport and stratospheric influences (Nevison et al., 2004, 2007), although this may not always be true, e.g., for air masses coming off the land in developing countries with active sources of both gases.

2 Methods

2.1 $\text{N}_2\text{O}$ and CFC-12 data

The longest records of atmospheric $\text{N}_2\text{O}$ are available from the Advanced Global Atmospheric Gases Experiment (AGAGE) and its predecessors (Prinn et al., 2000) and the NOAA Halocarbons and other Atmospheric Trace Species (HATS) (Thompson et al., 2004) networks. Both AGAGE and NOAA/HATS also monitor CFC-12. While both networks began in the late 1970s, the instrumentation has evolved over the years and the high precision data needed to reliably detect seasonal cycles in $\text{N}_2\text{O}$ are available from the early to mid 1990s for AGAGE and from the late 1990s for NOAA/HATS. The networks include 5 to 6 baseline stations each, making frequent measurements (every $\sim$40 min) using in situ gas chromatography. The relative precision of the individual AGAGE measurements is about 0.03% (0.1 ppb) for $\text{N}_2\text{O}$ and slightly less precise for CFC-12. All AGAGE data are measured on the SIO 2005 calibration scale. Monthly mean values are estimated based on the order of $10^3$ measurements, with local pollution events removed. Pollution events are defined based on a $2\sigma$ deviation from the mean. The NOAA/HATS in situ data are measured using the Chromatograph for Atmospheric Trace Species instruments, abbreviated as CATS. All NOAA data are measured on the NOAA 2006 calibration scale for $\text{N}_2\text{O}$ and the NOAA 2008 scale for CFC-12.

In addition to the in situ data, the NOAA Carbon Cycle Greenhouse Gases (CCGG) group and the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (CSIRO) of Australia maintain flask networks, in which duplicate samples are collected every $\sim$1 to 2 weeks and shipped for analysis on a central gas chromatograph. The CSIRO sites are located primarily in the Southern Hemisphere and date from the early 1990s, while NOAA/CCGG began monitoring $\text{N}_2\text{O}$ at $\sim$60 widely distributed flask sampling sites in 1997. The reproducibility of NOAA/CCGG $\text{N}_2\text{O}$ measurements, based on the mean of absolute values of differences from flask
pairs, is 0.4 ppb. The raw measurement precision for the 
CSIRO flask N$_2$O data, which are measured on the CSIRO 
calibration scale, is estimated as ±0.3 ppb (Francay et al., 
2003). Neither NOAA/CCGG nor CSIRO provides 
concurrent CFC-12 measurements, however the NOAA/HATS 
group measures CFC-12 at a subset of the NOAA/CCGG ob-
serving sites. Flask and in situ CFC-12 data, if available, are 
combined in a product referred to as “NOAA/HATS Com-
bined.” Table 1 lists the names, code letters, networks, and 
locations of the sites from which data have been analyzed in 
this paper.

2.2 Mean seasonal cycles and interannual variability

The N$_2$O monthly mean data C were detrended by subtrac-
ting a 12-month running mean X, centered on month i and 
calculated independently for each site and network, to re-
move the long-term trend and other low frequency variability 
(Eq. 1).

$$X_i = \left( C_{i-6} + \frac{2}{24} \sum_{k=i-5}^{i+5} C_k + C_{i+6} \right)$$

The remaining high frequency residuals (C$_i$ − X$_i$) were 
sorted by month and regressed against several proxies, de-
scribed below, on a month by month basis in an effort to iden-
tify causes of interannual variability in the N$_2$O seasonal cy-
cle. Some sites had gaps in the monthly mean record, which 
were filled using a 3rd order polynomial fit as a placeholder 
in the 12-month centered running mean. These filled gaps 
were not included as data points in the regressions or mean 
seasonal cycle calculations. Filling the gaps with a higher 
order polynomial fit had little to no effect on the regression 
slopes or correlation coefficients. A “mean” seasonal cycle 
was calculated by taking the average of the detrended data 
for all Januaries, Februaries, etc.

2.3 Proxies and indices

The detrended monthly means, sorted by month, were re-
gressed against mean polar (60°–90°) lower stratospheric 
temperature at 100 hPa in winter/spring (January–March 
in the Northern Hemisphere, September–November in the 
Southern Hemisphere) from NCEP reanalyses (P. Newman, 
personal communication, 2009). For the Trinidad Head, Cali-
ifornia site, the detrended N$_2$O data were regressed against the 
NOAA Pacific Fisheries Environmental Laboratory (PFEL) 
coastal upwelling index (http://www.pfeg.noaa.gov), which 
is compiled for every 3° of latitude along the Pacific North-
west coastline. For Southern Hemisphere sites, the N$_2$O data 
were regressed against the Antarctic Oscillation (http://www. 
cpc.ncep.noaa.gov), closely related to the Souther Annual 
Mode (SAM) used as an index of Southern Ocean upwelling 
(Lovenduski et al., 2007). For all regressions of detrended 
N$_2$O monthly means against the proxies described above, the 
statistical significance of the monthly correlation coefficients 
was assessed by comparing the calculated $R$ values to critical 
$R$ values determined from a $t$-table as a function of $N$ − 2 de-
grees of freedom (see Box 15.3 of Sokal and Rohlf, 1981).

2.4 Thermal signals

Atmospheric signals due to seasonal ingassing and out-
gassing associated with the changing solubility of cooling 
and warming ocean waters were estimated for N$_2$O and CFC-
12. These were calculated from a simulation of the MATCH 
atmospheric transport model (Mahowald et al., 1997) forced 
with a mean annual cycle of thermal O$_2$ fluxes calculated 
based on NCEP heat fluxes (Kalnay et al., 1996) and the for-
manda of Jin et al. (2007). The thermal cycles of N$_2$O and 
CFC-12 were estimated from the modeled O$_2$ thermal cycles by 
scaling by the ratio of the temperature derivative of the 
respective solubility coefficients (Nevison et al., 2005). The 
thermal signal in N$_2$O is uncertain by ±~1 month in phase 
and ±~30% in amplitude (Nevison et al., 2011).

3 Results

3.1 Mean annual cycles

The seasonal cycles in N$_2$O are small, with mean ampli-
tudes ranging from about 0.3 to 0.9 ppb (Table 1), which 
amounts to only ~0.1 to 0.3% of the mean tropospheric mix-
ing ratio of 320 ppb. The late summer minima observed in 
surface N$_2$O at MHD, BRW (Figs. 1a and S1 in the Sup-
plement) and many other Northern Hemisphere sites (Jiang 
et al., 2007) appear inconsistent with known biogeochemi-
al N$_2$O sources, since these alone, apart from abiotic in-
fluences, should yield summertime maxima in atmospheric 
N$_2$O (Bouwman and Taylor, 1996). Furthermore, the late 
summer minima are also observed in atmospheric CFC-12, 
suggesting that common abiotic mechanisms control the sea-
sonality of both species (Nevison et al., 2004, 2007).

The late summer minima, in contrast, appear to be consis-
tent with a stratospheric signal in which air depleted in both 
N$_2$O and CFC-12 descends from the middle and upper strato-
sphere during winter due to the Brewer-Dobson circulation, 
crosses the tropopause and propagates down to the lower tro-
osphere with a delay of about 3 months (Holton et al., 1995;
Fig. 1. (a) Monthly mean detrended N$_2$O residuals from AGAGE and NOAA/CCGG networks at Mace Head, Ireland. (b) Monthly mean detrended N$_2$O residuals from AGAGE, NOAA/CCGG and CSIRO networks at Cape Grim, Tasmania.
Table 1. Correlations between N$_2$O seasonal minimum anomalies and mean polar ($60^\circ$–$90^\circ$) lower stratospheric (at 100 hPa) temperature for January–March (Northern Hemisphere) or September–November (Southern Hemisphere). Bold type in final column indicates statistically significant correlations ($p \leq 0.05$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Latitude</th>
<th>Longitude</th>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Starting Month</th>
<th>Month of Minimum</th>
<th>Amplitude (ppb)</th>
<th>Month of best anti-correlation</th>
<th>Slope ppb K$^{-1}$ (%) error</th>
<th>$R$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALT</td>
<td>Alert, Greenland</td>
<td>82.4</td>
<td>-62.5</td>
<td>N/CCGG</td>
<td>N$_2$O</td>
<td>Jul 1997</td>
<td>Sep</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>-0.070 (27)</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CSIRO</td>
<td>N$_2$O</td>
<td>Jul 1992</td>
<td>Sep</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>-0.032 (33)</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRW</td>
<td>Barrow, Alaska</td>
<td>71.3</td>
<td>-156.5</td>
<td>N/CCGG</td>
<td>N$_2$O</td>
<td>Jan 1998</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>Sep</td>
<td>-0.040 (43)</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRW</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>N/CA TS</td>
<td>CFC-12</td>
<td>Jun 1998</td>
<td>Sep</td>
<td>0.88$^2$</td>
<td>Sep</td>
<td>-0.062$^2$ (38)</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRW</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>N/HATS combined</td>
<td>CFC-12</td>
<td>Jan 1990</td>
<td>Sep</td>
<td>1.1$^2$</td>
<td>Sep</td>
<td>-0.044$^2$ (49)</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHD</td>
<td>Mace Head, Ireland</td>
<td>53.3</td>
<td>-9.9</td>
<td>AGAGE</td>
<td>N$_2$O</td>
<td>Mar 1994</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>-0.032 (17)</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AGAGE</td>
<td>CFC-12</td>
<td>Mar 1994</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>0.89$^2$</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>-0.045$^2$ (12)</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>N/CCGG</td>
<td>N$_2$O</td>
<td>Jan 1998</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>-0.025 (64)</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THD</td>
<td>Trinidad Head, California</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>-124.2</td>
<td>AGAGE</td>
<td>N$_2$O</td>
<td>Oct 1995</td>
<td>Sep</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>Jun</td>
<td>-0.019 (58)</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AGAGE</td>
<td>CFC-12</td>
<td>Oct 1995</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>0.61$^2$</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>-0.047$^2$ (25)</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGO</td>
<td>Cape Grim, Tasmania</td>
<td>-40.7</td>
<td>144.7</td>
<td>AGAGE</td>
<td>N$_2$O</td>
<td>Aug 1993</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>Feb</td>
<td>-0.030 (17)</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AGAGE</td>
<td>CFC-12</td>
<td>Aug 1993</td>
<td>Apr</td>
<td>0.44$^2$</td>
<td>Feb</td>
<td>-0.025$^2$ (34)</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>N/CCGG</td>
<td>N$_2$O</td>
<td>Apr 1997</td>
<td>Apr</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>Jan</td>
<td>-0.034 (32)</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CSIRO</td>
<td>N$_2$O</td>
<td>Aug 1992</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>-0.016 (70)</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRZ</td>
<td>Crozet Island</td>
<td>-46.4</td>
<td>51.8</td>
<td>N/CCGG</td>
<td>N$_2$O</td>
<td>Mar 1997</td>
<td>Apr</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>Feb</td>
<td>-0.039 (38)</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDF</td>
<td>Tierra del Fuego</td>
<td>-54.5</td>
<td>-68.5</td>
<td>N/CCGG</td>
<td>N$_2$O</td>
<td>Jun 1997</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>Feb</td>
<td>-0.038 (29)</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQA</td>
<td>Macquarie Island</td>
<td>-54.5</td>
<td>159.0</td>
<td>CSIRO</td>
<td>N$_2$O</td>
<td>Mar 1992</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>-0.068 (25)</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSA</td>
<td>Palmer Station</td>
<td>-64.9</td>
<td>-64.0</td>
<td>N/CCGG</td>
<td>N$_2$O</td>
<td>Apr 1997</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>-0.027 (33)</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYA</td>
<td>Casey Station</td>
<td>-66.3</td>
<td>110.5</td>
<td>CSIRO</td>
<td>N$_2$O</td>
<td>Nov 96</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>Apr</td>
<td>-0.023 (54)</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAA</td>
<td>Mawson</td>
<td>-67.6</td>
<td>62.9</td>
<td>CSIRO</td>
<td>N$_2$O</td>
<td>Mar 1992</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>-0.019 (85)</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1. Continued.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Latitude</th>
<th>Longitude</th>
<th>Network¹</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Starting Date</th>
<th>Month of Minimum</th>
<th>Amplitude (ppb)</th>
<th>Month of best anti-correlation</th>
<th>Slope ppb K⁻¹</th>
<th>% error</th>
<th>R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SYO</td>
<td>Syowa</td>
<td>−69.0</td>
<td>39.6</td>
<td>N/CCGG</td>
<td>N₂O</td>
<td>Dec 1995</td>
<td>Jun</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>Jan</td>
<td>−0.032</td>
<td>(42)</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HBA</td>
<td>Halley Bay</td>
<td>−75.6</td>
<td>−26.4</td>
<td>N/CCGG</td>
<td>N₂O</td>
<td>Feb 1996</td>
<td>Apr</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>−0.025</td>
<td>(42)</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPO</td>
<td>South Pole</td>
<td>−90.0</td>
<td>−26.5</td>
<td>N/CCGG</td>
<td>N₂O</td>
<td>Jan 1997</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>−0.021</td>
<td>(64)</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPO</td>
<td>CSIRO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>N/CCGG</td>
<td>N₂O</td>
<td>Jan 1992</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>−0.018</td>
<td>(65)</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPO</td>
<td>N/CATS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>N/CCGG</td>
<td>N₂O</td>
<td>Feb 1998</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>Feb</td>
<td>−0.011</td>
<td>(73)</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPO</td>
<td>N/CATS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>N/CCGG</td>
<td>CFC-12</td>
<td>Mar 1998</td>
<td>Apr</td>
<td>0.57²</td>
<td>Feb</td>
<td>−0.044²</td>
<td>(75)</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹NOAA/CCGG, NOAA/HATS and NOAA/CATS abbreviated as N/CCGG, N/HATS and N/CATS.
²CFC-12 slopes and mean seasonal amplitudes are normalized to N₂O units by multiplying by the ratio of the mean tropospheric mixing ratios \(x(N_2O)/x(CFC-12)\), where \(x(N_2O)\) is in ppb and \(x(CFC-12)\) is in ppt.

Nevison et al., 2004; Liang et al., 2008, 2009). The stratospheric hypothesis is somewhat controversial, in part because the observed seasonal cycles in N₂O may also reflect purely tropospheric transport mechanisms, e.g., summer vs. winter differences in convection and boundary layer thickness, especially at northern high latitudes. However, past modeling studies generally have not been able to reproduce observed surface seasonal cycles in N₂O and CFC-12 in the Northern Hemisphere based on surface sources and tropospheric transport alone (Nevison et al., 2007; Liang et al., 2008).

In the Southern Hemisphere, N₂O and CFC-12 have similar seasonal cycles at Samoa and Cape Grim, Tasmania, again suggesting common abiotic influences (Nevison et al., 2004, 2007). Seasonal changes in interhemispheric transport likely dominate the seasonal cycles at tropical Samoa, but do not appear to explain the fall minima in N₂O and CFC-12 observed at extratropical southern sites (Figs. 1 and S2 in the Supplement, Table 1) (Nevison et al., 2007; Liang et al., 2008). Ishijima et al. (2010) found good agreement with the observed atmospheric N₂O seasonal cycle at Cape Grim, Tasmania using the seasonal oceanic source of Nevison et al. (1995) in a transport model simulation, with little to no contribution from stratospheric or tropospheric transport influences. However, Nevison et al. (1995) probably substantially underestimated the actual Southern Ocean N₂O source (Nevison et al., 2005).

A third abiotic influence on atmospheric N₂O data is the thermal signal due to changing solubility in warming and cooling surface ocean waters. The thermal signal is maximum in late summer in both hemispheres. It tends to oppose the observed seasonal cycle at most sites, although not at THD (Fig. 2), and thus cannot by itself explain the observed cycle.

### 3.2 Interannual variability and differences among monitoring networks

N₂O data display considerable interannual variability, such that the concept of a “mean” seasonal cycle may not be very meaningful at some sites (e.g., Fig. 2). In addition, different monitoring networks that share common sites sometimes observe seasonal cycles that differ substantially in both shape and amplitude (e.g., Figs. 1a,b and S1, S2 in the Supplement, Table 1). Some of the variability among networks may reflect local meteorology at the time of sampling or data filtering. To evaluate this possibility, we examined, for each month of the seasonal cycle, whether the detrended N₂O monthly means from different networks that share a common site show correlated interannual variability, e.g., whether an unusually deep August minimum in a given year observed by a given network is also observed for that year by other networks. At Mace Head, which is sampled by both the in situ AGAGE network and the NOAA/CCGG flask network, the detrended, pollution-filtered AGAGE data (Fig. 1a) are significantly correlated to the NOAA/CCGG data in February, but not for any other month. At Cape Grim, which is sampled by AGAGE, NOAA/CCGG and the CSIRO flask network (Fig. 1b), the detrended N₂O monthly means are significantly correlated among the three networks in ~March–May, around the time of the seasonal minimum, with \(R\) values around 0.7. At
Barrow, Alaska, the detrended N$_2$O monthly means are not significantly correlated between NOAA/CCGG and in situ CATS data (Fig. S1 in the Supplement). At South Pole, the detrended N$_2$O data are weakly correlated around the time of the May seasonal minimum among the NOAA/CATS, NOAA/CCGG and CSIRO networks, with $R$ values only around 0.5 (Fig. S2 in the Supplement).

The general lack of correlation in detrended N$_2$O data between NOAA/CCGG and the AGAGE and NOAA/CATS networks at Mace Head and Barrow, respectively, could reflect limitations specific to NOAA/CCGG data. Alternatively, it could reflect the fact that interannual variability in the N$_2$O seasonal cycle at northern sites is more strongly influenced by local conditions, including meteorology and pollution events, and data filtering artifacts than at southern sites. At MHD, about 20% of the in situ AGAGE measurements are tagged as pollution events compared to only 5% at CGO. When AGAGE data are subsampled at MHD at the time of NOAA/CCGG flask collection, the subsampled dataset picks up a number of somewhat erratic features that show up in the NOAA/CCGG data, but that are smoothed out or tagged as pollution events in the full AGAGE dataset (Fig. 3a and b). At CGO, subsampling of the AGAGE data at the time of NOAA/CCGG or CSIRO flask collection can explain some of the differences between the full AGAGE dataset and the two flask networks, but does not appear to be the only factor governing the discrepancies among the networks (Fig. 4). In general, detecting subtle seasonal and interannual signals in N$_2$O data is more difficult for a flask network sampling every 1–2 weeks, with an average flask pair agreement of 0.4 ppb (in the case of NOAA/CCGG), than for an in situ network with a high-frequency measurement record. While NOAA/CCGG employs a pollution-filtering algorithm similar to that of AGAGE, based on 2 to 3 $\sigma$ deviations from the mean, it is generally less able to screen out pollution events, due to lower frequency of data. The two networks conduct regular, twice yearly comparisons at common sites, but the focus is on absolute tropospheric mixing ratios rather than on seasonal and interannual variability.

### 3.3 Causes of interannual variability in the seasonal cycle

#### 3.3.1 Northern Hemisphere

In an effort to understand the causes of N$_2$O seasonality, we compared interannual variability in the seasonal cycle to several proxies that offer mechanistic insight. The first of these proxies is mean winter polar lower stratospheric temperature, which varies year to year with the strength of the Brewer-Dobson circulation, with warmer temperatures reflecting stronger circulation. We find striking correlations between the stratospheric temperature proxy and the detrended AGAGE N$_2$O monthly means at MHD from Fig. 1a, sorted by month, particularly in July–September, the months surrounding the August minimum (Figs. 5 and 6). Similar correlations are observed between stratospheric temperature and...
detrended MHD CFC-12 monthly means around the August seasonal minimum (Fig. 7). The sign of the correlations is such that deeper (more negative) surface N$_2$O and CFC summer minima occur during warm years, in which stronger than average descent of air depleted in N$_2$O and CFC-12 occurs into the polar lower stratosphere during winter. The regressions yield slopes, N$_2$O/CFC-12 in ppb/K/(ppb/K), with a ratio of about 0.7 (where CFC-12 has been normalized to N$_2$O units by multiplying by $[x(N_2O)/ppb]/[x(CFC-12)/ppt]$.

The NOAA/CATS data at BRW give a similar slope ratio. The 0.7 ratio is notably similar to the Volk et al. (1997) slope of normalized N$_2$O vs. CFC-12 data measured near the tropopause.

In addition to the AGAGE correlations at MHD, Fig. 7 and Table 1 show statistically significant correlations between mean winter polar lower stratospheric temperature and the detrended N$_2$O seasonal minima at ALT for both CSIRO and NOAA/CCGG data and at BRW for both NOAA/CATS and NOAA/CCGG data. Significant correlations also are observed between stratospheric temperature and detrended CFC-12 seasonal minima at THD for AGAGE and at BRW, both for NOAA/CATS in situ data and for NOAA/HATS combined in situ/flask data, for time series beginning in the 1990s and extending through the present. For the northern sites in Fig. 7 and Table 1, the strongest correlation with stratospheric temperature typically occurs during the month of the N$_2$O or CFC-12 minimum (August or September) or shortly after.

At MHD, NOAA/CCGG detrended N$_2$O minima show a weak, although not statistically significant, correlation with stratospheric temperature (Fig. 7b). Figure 3b suggests that the difference between the AGAGE and NOAA/CCGG results at MHD may be a sampling issue, in which the relatively infrequent weekly NOAA/CCGG flask samples intersect with pollution influences and noise due to atmospheric variability in the N$_2$O data to obscure subtle interannual signals. In support of this hypothesis, the AGAGE N$_2$O data at MHD are themselves only weakly correlated with stratospheric temperature when pollution-filtered monthly means are replaced with unfiltered data, with the $R$ values for the detrended August monthly means dropping from 0.87 to 0.49.

A month-by-month summary of the correlations between stratospheric temperature and detrended AGAGE N$_2$O data at MHD shows that, in addition to the negative summertime correlations around the time of the seasonal minimum, significant positive correlations with stratospheric temperature occur in February–March near the time of the N$_2$O maximum (Fig. 6). These correlations (which also are seen in AGAGE CFC-12 data at MHD and THD, and are apparent to varying degrees but generally not statistically significant at other northern N$_2$O monitoring sites) reflect the fact that the overall amplitude of the N$_2$O seasonal cycle is
strongly correlated to stratospheric temperature \((R = 0.92)\), with larger amplitudes in warm years. To further understand these correlations, we note that the \(\text{N}_2\text{O}\) seasonal cycle at MHD is more strongly characterized by its minimum than by its maximum and that the onset of descent into the minimum is a more distinct feature of the data than the month of the actual maximum (Figs. 1a and S3 in the Supplement). Notably, the month of onset of descent into the summer minimum at MHD is itself correlated to stratospheric temperature \((R = 0.90)\), see Fig. S3 in the Supplement), with earlier onset of descent occurring in warm years.

The February–March positive correlations are also to some extent a function of the centered, 12-month running mean used to detrend the \(\text{N}_2\text{O}\) data (Eq. 1), which tends to bisect the \(\text{N}_2\text{O}\) seasonal cycle each year (Fig. S4 in the Supplement), leading to larger maxima in warm years, when the overall amplitude of the cycle is larger. In addition, the running mean reflects the atmospheric growth rate in \(\text{N}_2\text{O}\), which itself is correlated to polar lower stratospheric temperature at MHD, with slower growth occurring in warm years (Nevison et al., 2007). The result is a flatter curve being subtracted from the raw monthly mean \(\text{N}_2\text{O}\) data in warm years, which tends to increase the February–March residuals used in our regressions. Figures S3–S5 in the Supplement provide a more detailed examination of the relationship between the month of onset of descent into the seasonal \(\text{N}_2\text{O}\) minimum at MHD as well as the sensitivity of the regressions to our detrending methodology.

We assert that the most likely interpretation of the correlations with stratospheric temperature discussed above is a strong and coherent stratospheric influence on the seasonal cycles of surface \(\text{N}_2\text{O}\) and CFC-12 observed at Northern Hemisphere monitoring sites. While alternative hypotheses are possible, e.g., that the correlations arise because tropospheric \(\text{N}_2\text{O}\) variability is driven by weather anomalies, e.g., in convection over continents, that in turn correlate with stratospheric temperatures, model evidence suggests that the observed correlations are more consistent with a direct stratospheric influence (see Figs. S6–S8 in the Supplement). Section 4 discusses the likely mechanistic pathway responsible for the correlations.

Trinidad Head, California is an interesting case in which the detrended AGAGE CFC-12 monthly means are significantly correlated to stratospheric temperature in August, but the detrended AGAGE \(\text{N}_2\text{O}\) monthly means are not (Fig. 8a and c). Since \(\text{N}_2\text{O}\) data at THD are known to be influenced by ventilation of \(\text{N}_2\text{O}\)-enriched deepwater during coastal upwelling events (Lueker et al., 2003), we performed additional regressions of detrended THD \(\text{N}_2\text{O}\) data against the coastal upwelling index for the Pacific Northwest. Correlations of \(R = 0.45\) to 0.66 were found in April–September (the upwelling season), with more positive \(\text{N}_2\text{O}\) values occurring during years of strong upwelling (Fig. 8b). A multivariate regression of detrended \(\text{N}_2\text{O}\) data against the upwelling index and stratospheric temperature improved these correlations to \(R = 0.64\) to 0.82 for April–September (Fig. 8d). Statistically significant correlations were obtained from the multivariate regression using the coastal upwelling indices at 42°N, 45°N and 48°N (THD is at 40°N), with best results obtained for the 45°N index. Figure S9 in the Supplement provides more details on the THD regressions.

### 3.3.2 Southern Hemisphere

The Brewer-Dobson circulation is thought to be weaker in the Southern Hemisphere, with descent into the winter pole that is less strongly seasonal than in the Northern Hemisphere (Table 1 in Holton et al., 1995). Accordingly, the stratospheric influence on \(\text{N}_2\text{O}\) and CFC-12 has been less clear in previous model studies in the Southern Hemisphere. Two atmospheric general circulation-based chemical transport models, the Whole Atmosphere Community Climate Model (WACCM) and the Research Institute for Global Change/JAMSTEC ACTM model did not produce a stratospheric signal in \(\text{N}_2\text{O}\) (or in CFC-12 for WACCM) at surface sites in the Southern Hemisphere, although both models predicted a coherent signal in summer in the Northern Hemisphere monitoring sites.
Hemisphere (Nevison et al., 2004; Ishijima et al., 2010). In contrast, the GEOS CCM model found coherent cycles in CFC-12 with autumn minima, in good agreement with observations (Liang et al., 2008).

Due to the conflicting results of previous model studies, we take an observational approach here, regressing detrended month meanl N$_2$O and CFC-12 data, sorted by month, against mean 60–90° N winter (January–March) lower stratospheric (100 hPa) temperature from NCEP reanalysis data. The mean of the detrended N$_2$O data for each month is subtracted to permit all months to be plotted with the same y-axis scale. The Pearson’s correlation coefficient $R$ and the slope $b$ of each linear regression are shown.

Correlations are found several months before the seasonal minimum and that positive correlations are observed at and shortly after the month of the seasonal minimum. Similar correlation patterns with stratospheric temperature are found for AGAGE CFC-12 (Fig. 10a).

The NOAA/CCGG flask data at CGO show correlation patterns with stratospheric temperature similar to those seen by AGAGE, although the correlations are statistically significant only in January (Fig. 10d). In addition, both the NOAA/CCGG and CSIRO flask networks show correlation patterns similar to those seen at CGO by AGAGE at many of their other extratropical southern sites (Fig. 11, Table 1). In most cases, the anticorrelations are strongest in the months preceding the N$_2$O minimum, which typically occurs in May, with the exception of Macquarie Island, where the anticorrelation is strongest in May. At South Pole, neither the CSIRO, CATS nor NOAA/CCGG networks shows statistically significant correlations between detrended N$_2$O data and stratospheric temperature.

In an effort to better understand the above findings, and because the N$_2$O minimum at southern sites varies from January–June in individual years, most commonly occurring in April or May, we regressed the month of the AGAGE N$_2$O minimum at CGO against both polar lower stratospheric
Fig. 6. (a) Stem plot summarizing the correlation slopes between AGAGE detrended N$_2$O monthly means at Mace Head and northern polar winter lower stratospheric temperature from Fig. 5. Heavy lines indicate statistically significant correlations. The darker the line, the higher the $R$ value. Negative slopes in July–September indicate deeper minima at warmer stratospheric temperature, (b) “mean” seasonal cycle at Mace Head for AGAGE N$_2$O, with error bars showing the standard deviation for each month.

Fig. 7. Detrended N$_2$O residuals at the minimum month in the mean annual cycle (September for Alert, August for the other sites) vs. polar winter lower stratospheric temperature, N$_2$O (a–d) and CFC-12 (e–f) data are from AGAGE, NOAA/HATS, NOAA/CCGG or CSIRO monitoring sites as indicated on the panels. The Pearson’s correlation coefficient $R$ and the $p$ value based on a Student’s $t$ distribution for each linear regression are shown, where a value of $p \leq 0.05$ is statistically significant (Sokal and Rohlf, 1981).

AGAGE N$_2$O minima and maxima at CGO and their correlation to stratospheric temperature and vortex break-up date. Coupled ocean biogeochemistry-atmospheric transport model simulations suggest that N$_2$O monitoring sites in the Southern Ocean region are influenced by ventilation of oceanic, microbially-produced N$_2$O (Jin and Gruber, 2003; Nevison et al., 2005). This is especially true of sites situated in the heart of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (Orsi et al., 1995), between $\sim50^\circ$–$60^\circ$ S, where strong winds and upwelling lead to deep ventilation of N$_2$O-enriched subsurface waters. Following the example discussed for the northern THD site, which is influenced by coastal upwelling, we regressed detrended N$_2$O monthly mean flask data at the Southern Hemisphere sites in Table 1 against a multivariate combination of stratospheric temperature and the Southern Annular Mode index, a proxy for Southern Ocean upwelling (Lovenduski et al., 2007). However, we did not find any statistically significant correlations beyond those already discussed above for stratospheric temperature alone.
Nevison et al. (2005) hypothesized that the \( \text{N}_2\text{O} \) seasonal cycle in the extratropical Southern Hemisphere can be decomposed into more or less comparable contributions from ocean ventilation, the stratospheric influx signal, and an abiotic thermal signal due to warming and cooling of surface waters (Fig. 12a). The stratospheric signal in Fig. 12a is estimated based on the observed, normalized CFC-12 cycle at CGO multiplied by a scaling factor which is uncertain, but which we assign a best guess value of 0.7 based on the discussion in Sect. 3.3.1. Unlike THD, where the thermal signal is in phase with the summer upwelling \( \text{N}_2\text{O} \) source, ventilation of Southern Ocean waters occurs during the breakdown of the seasonal thermocline in fall and winter, and thus opposes the thermal signal. In Fig. 12b, the thermally-corrected \( \text{N}_2\text{O} \) cycle, i.e., subtracting the estimated thermal signal from the observed "mean" seasonal cycle, yields a cycle that closely resembles the observed CFC-12 cycle. (CFC-12 also experiences thermal ingassing and outgassing, but is 8 times less soluble than \( \text{N}_2\text{O} \), such that the thermal correction has little impact on its cycle - Fig. 12b.) The \( \text{N}_2\text{O} \) ocean ventilation and stratospheric signals are roughly coincident, with the former a positive signal peaking in early fall and the latter a negative signal peaking in spring, making the two signals difficult to distinguish.

4 Discussion

We conclude, based primarily on the strong correlations between polar lower stratospheric temperature and detrended AGAGE \( \text{N}_2\text{O} \) and CFC-12 data at MHD (Figs. 5 and 6) and CGO (Figs. 9 and 10a and c), which provide the longest high-resolution time series of these gases in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres, respectively, that the stratosphere exerts a coherent influence on surface \( \text{N}_2\text{O} \) and CFC-12 seasonal cycles in both hemispheres. The correlations between the phasing of the AGAGE \( \text{N}_2\text{O} \) seasonal cycle at MHD and CGO and both stratospheric temperature and polar vortex break-up date further indicate a stratospheric influence (Figs. S3, S10, and S11 in the Supplement). The results from other networks and sites in the Northern (Fig. 7) and Southern Hemispheres (Figs. 10–11) are generally less compelling, but, in the context of the AGAGE results, provide additional support for the stratospheric hypothesis.
The mechanistic pathway between the polar lower stratosphere and the mid-to-high altitude lower troposphere is not obvious, but evidence from stratospheric N$_2$O observations (e.g., Engel et al., 2006) and model simulations (Liang et al., 2009) points toward an explanation involving a convolution of the phase and amplitude of the N$_2$O seasonal cycle in the lower stratosphere and the overall mass transport across the tropopause. Brewer-Dobson descent from the middle and upper stratosphere leads to a large seasonal amplitude in N$_2$O in the polar lower stratosphere, which reaches its minimum in winter or spring, around the time of polar vortex break-up, with gradients of 50 ppb or more with respect to the troposphere. Slow diabatic descent across the polar tropopause brings this N$_2$O-depleted air into the troposphere, where it undergoes efficient exchange between the mid and high latitudes via various synoptic-scale eddies in extra-tropical cyclones (Stohl, 2001). Air of polar stratospheric origin experiences strong dilution when it enters the troposphere by this pathway. By the time it propagates down to the lower troposphere, on a time scale of ~3 months, the stratospheric signal is reduced by a factor of ~100, leading to the <1 ppb seasonal amplitude observed in N$_2$O at surface sites (Nevison et al., 2004; Liang et al., 2009).

The vertical downward penetration across the tropopause associated with the Brewer-Dobson circulation is slow and inefficient compared to stratosphere-troposphere exchange (STE) in the mid-latitudes, occurring, e.g., via quasi-isentropic horizontal mixing and tropopause folds (Holton et al., 1995). When the polar vortex breaks down in spring (or sometimes early summer in the Southern Hemisphere), N$_2$O-depleted polar air mixes with mid-latitude air in the lower stratosphere, but dilution accompanies this mixing and the cross-tropopause gradients of N$_2$O observed at mid-latitudes are considerably smaller than those at the poles (Engel et al., 2006). At present, it is not clear whether strong mid-latitude STE of a weak lower stratospheric signal or weak descent across the polar tropopause of a strong stratospheric signal, or a combination of both, controls the stratospheric influence felt in the troposphere. Time series observations of N$_2$O in the lower stratosphere from satellites (Lambert et al., 2007; Khosrawi et al., 2008) and altitude-resolved profiles in the troposphere from aircraft (Ishijima et al., 2010; Wofsy et al., 2011) may help shed light on the amplitude and phasing of...
the seasonal cycle in N\textsubscript{2}O throughout the lower stratosphere and provide a better understanding of the mechanism(s) by which the stratospheric signal propagates down to the lower troposphere.

The correlation coefficients in Fig. 7 and Table 1 between Northern Hemisphere detrended N\textsubscript{2}O and CFC-12 minima and polar lower stratospheric temperature indicate that the interannual variability in the stratospheric signal can account for anywhere between ~75% (at MHD) and ~25% (at ALT) of the variability in the detrended minima. Noise in the data, biogeochemical sources and tropospheric transport variability, especially at high latitudes, may account for the remainder. Since interannual variability in the strength of the stratospheric influence (represented by the winter polar lower stratospheric temperature proxy) can explain a substantial portion of the interannual variability in the surface N\textsubscript{2}O seasonal cycle observed at northern sites, it follows logically that the stratospheric influence is substantially responsible for causing the seasonal cycle in the first place.

Our regressions of detrended monthly mean N\textsubscript{2}O data against coastal and open ocean upwelling indices at Trinidad Head, California and Southern Ocean sites, respectively, illustrate some of the challenges involved in identifying biogeochemical signals in tropospheric data that are influenced by stratospheric and other abiotic signals. At THD, located near a strong, natural, regional N\textsubscript{2}O source, we found correlations between detrended N\textsubscript{2}O data and the NOAA/PFEL coastal upwelling index, but these were more statistically significant after accounting for the stratospheric influence using a multivariate regression. In the Southern Hemisphere, we were unsuccessful at correlating detrended N\textsubscript{2}O monthly means to interannual variability in the SAM, an index of Southern Ocean upwelling. The lack of correlation with SAM does not necessarily show that there is no oceanic biogeochemical N\textsubscript{2}O signal at these sites, but it does suggest that the biological signal is either relatively constant year to year or weaker than the abiotic stratospheric and thermal signals, both of which act to obscure it (Fig. 12).

THD was the only northern site where we applied our regression methodology using a biogeochemical source proxy, since most N\textsubscript{2}O sources, both natural and anthropogenic, are not well quantified. The commonly-used source databases

Fig. 10. Stem plots summarizing the linear regression slopes for detrended N\textsubscript{2}O or CFC-12 monthly means at Cape Grim vs. mean southern polar spring lower stratospheric temperature. Heavy lines indicate statistically significant correlations. The darker the line, the higher the $R$ value: (a) AGAGE CFC-12, normalized by $[x(N_2O)/ppb]/[x(CFC-12)/ppt]$ and expressed in ppb units, (b) CSIRO N\textsubscript{2}O, (c) AGAGE N\textsubscript{2}O, (d) NOAA/CCGG N\textsubscript{2}O, (e) mean seasonal cycle for AGAGE N\textsubscript{2}O and normalized CFC-12, with error bars showing the standard deviation for each month.
Fig. 11. Stem plots summarizing the linear regression slopes for detrended N₂O monthly means at 8 different Southern Hemisphere sites spanning 3 monitoring networks vs. mean southern polar spring lower stratospheric temperature. Heavy lines indicate statistically significant correlations at the 5% confidence level, with darker lines, signifying higher R values. Medium grey lines with open circles indicate marginally significant correlations at 10% confidence level: (a) Crozet Island (NOAA/CCGG), (b) Tierra del Fuego (NOAA/CCGG), (c) Macquarie Island (CSIRO), (d) Palmer Station (NOAA/CCGG), (e) Casey Station (CSIRO), (f) Mawson (CSIRO), (g) Syowa (NOAA/CCGG), (h) Halley Bay, (NOAA/CCGG).

Fig. 12. (a) Decomposition of N₂O seasonal cycle at Cape Grim based on methodology described in Nevison et al. (2005). Envelopes show estimated uncertainty in stratospheric and thermal signals, with the biological oceanic ventilation signal derived as a residual of observed N₂O minus the thermal and stratospheric terms. Figure uses smoothed, idealized curves. (b) Comparison of observed CFC-12 seasonal cycle at Cape Grim to the observed N₂O cycle, before and after correcting N₂O for the thermal signal from (a). The corresponding thermal signal in CFC-12 is small (red envelope) and does not substantially change the observed CFC-12 seasonal cycle. The observed and thermal CFC-12 curves are shown in ppb units, after being normalized by [x(N₂O)/ppb]/[x(CFC-12)/ppt].

(e.g., EDGAR, Olivier et al., 2005, and GEIA, Bouwman et al., 1995) are uncertain, often providing only annual resolution, and few obvious observationally-based proxies for interannual variability in these sources exist. However, our results at Trinidad Head provide a basis for optimism that high-precision monitoring of atmospheric N₂O at sites located near strong, seasonally-varying anthropogenic sources may help shed light on these sources, especially if due attention is paid to confounding abiologic influences. Some possible examples include polluted coastal regions receiving heavy agricultural nitrogen runoff that are also subject to seasonal upwelling (e.g., Naqvi et al., 2000 or sites located within the Midwestern US agricultural belt, which show interannual variability in the seasonal cycle similar in magnitude to that at THD; http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/ccgg/iadv/).

Our study reveals some interesting differences between Northern and Southern Hemisphere N₂O seasonal cycles and their correlations with polar lower stratospheric temperature, not all of which have clear explanations. The autumn versus summer minima observed at southern versus northern sites
seem logically related to the longer persistence of the Southern Hemisphere polar vortex, which in theory should result in a later N₂O minimum in the lower stratosphere. The relatively phase-invariant late summer minima observed at northern sites, compared to the more variable minima at southern sites, could reflect a strong contribution from tropospheric transport processes in the Northern Hemisphere, e.g., summertime convection over continents, which create summertime minima that reinforce the stratospheric signal (Liang et al., 2008; Ishijima et al., 2010). The observation that the strongest anti-correlations with stratospheric temperature are found in the month of or shortly after the surface minimum in the Northern Hemisphere but in months preceding the surface minimum in the Southern Hemisphere may result from the fact that the stratospheric signal begins to be felt in the troposphere near the peak of the oceanic thermal pulse in the Southern Hemisphere but several months before the thermal peak in the Northern Hemisphere. However, this is a speculative explanation.

Finally, our results have some implications for atmospheric N₂O inversions that attempt to resolve seasonality in fluxes. First, it seems likely that not all N₂O time series are equivalent in their ability to capture subtle seasonal and interannual variability, suggesting the importance of working closely with observationalists to determine limitations in data and appropriate measurement uncertainties. Our study also underscores the importance of accurately accounting for stratospheric and other remote transport influences, since these may be larger than biogeochemical source signals at many sites, especially those remote from local sources. This latter issue arguably is not fundamentally different for N₂O than for other atmospheric species, e.g., CO₂, for which transport model uncertainty led to a large range in the a posteriori seasonal fluxes of the Transcom-3 inversion (Gurney et al., 2004). However, the underlying mechanism for the CO₂ seasonal cycle is clearly biogeochemical (i.e., seasonal asynchrony in terrestrial photosynthesis and respiration), whereas for N₂O it likely is largely abiotic (i.e., the stratospheric influx).

5 Conclusions

Correlations between detrended tropospheric N₂O monthly mean data, sorted by month, and various interannually-varying proxies, including polar lower stratospheric temperature, polar vortex break-up date and coastal upwelling indices, are used to help identify the mechanisms that cause interannual variability in the N₂O seasonal cycle. In the months surrounding the N₂O seasonal minimum, the detrended N₂O data are significantly anti-correlated with winter polar lower stratospheric temperature at a number of Northern Hemisphere surface monitoring sites, with deeper minima and, in some cases, earlier onset of descent into the minima occurring in warm years, providing strong empirical evidence that these seasonal cycles bear a stratospheric influence. At Trinidad Head, California, detrended N₂O monthly means in summer are weakly correlated to the index for coastal upwelling, which ventilates N₂O-enriched deepwater to the atmosphere, but more strongly correlated after the stratospheric influence is accounted for using a multivariate regression against both stratospheric temperature and the coastal upwelling index. Monitoring sites in the extratropical Southern Hemisphere, where the stratospheric influence on surface N₂O has been more difficult to establish in previous studies, also show correlations between detrended N₂O monthly means and polar lower stratospheric temperature, although the anti-correlations generally are not centered on the month of the N₂O seasonal minimum as in the Northern Hemisphere, but rather are stronger in months preceding the minimum. Southern Ocean sites also are likely influenced by oceanic thermal and biological ventilation signals, although these influences are difficult to prove using the methodology of this study. N₂O seasonal cycles can vary strongly year to year, making a “mean” cycle difficult to define at some sites, especially those subject to competing influences from interannually-varying sources and the seasonal stratospheric influx. Among networks that share a common site, interannual variability in detrended N₂O monthly means is not necessarily well correlated, especially in the Northern Hemisphere. In part, this is a sampling issue, with weekly flask networks less able to detect subtle interannual signals and filter out noise due to atmospheric variability than more frequently sampled in situ networks. Due to the various abiotic influences on N₂O seasonal cycles, including thermal oceanic in and outgassing, the stratospheric influx, and tropospheric transport, complementary tracers like CFC-12 can help separate transport and stratospheric influences from soil and oceanic biogeochemical source signals, thus providing more insight into seasonality in N₂O sources than N₂O mixing ratio data alone.

Supplementary material related to this article is available online at:
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